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Regulating so used batteries safely 

become a feedstock for new 

products

Stakeholder Workshop November 2022

PRE-READING
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Workshop Overview
The workshop is to explore the risks that arise in five common or emerging scenarios at battery end of 
life. Today’s focus is on risks and unknowns, the most challenging areas for developing a NSW lithium 
battery recycling guideline. The standard processes, i.e. apply for a planning approval, licence, etc, can 
be readily documented. The requirements underneath to deliver safety, environment and industry 
development objectives require teasing out to ensure fit for purpose regulation and targeting of risks.

Stakeholders will be asked to discuss the probability and materiality of the risks and the perceived 
responsibility of various stakeholders. 

The key questions explored in the workshop were: 

1. How does the scenario emerge? 

2. How will that risk materialise in that scenario? Which stakeholders are exposed to that risk?

3. How can we categorise those risks? Specially, are the risks already adequately controlled, should 
they be accepted and or do the risks need to be mitigated?

The workshop will use a range of tools to methodically work through these questions using five scenarios:
(i) Status quo; (ii) mixed consumer batteries emerging challenges; (iii) large batteries; (iv) damaged, 

defective or recalled (DDR); and (v) repurpose into secondary products. 
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End of life lithium ion batteries 

(base case)

Recycling and reuse market nascent, with 
landfill, especially for consumer batteries, still 
prevalent and many unknowns. Diverse 
application streams with different emerging 
markets:

– Consumer batteries, landfill (85%) and 
stewardship schemes such as B-cycle, NTCRS 
and mobile muster

– Large batteries (EVs and BESS), future 
recycling rates at scale uncertain with some 
repurposing and emerging OEM/recycling 
relationships
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Mixed consumer batteries (single 

use and rechargeable)

Growing stewardship arrangements

Suggested ongoing challenges:

– Consistency (lack of) e.g. user drop off 
practices creating significant risk 
management challenges

– Batteries still going to landfill and 
causing fires, driving insurance costs 
higher or uninsurable

– Regional/remote collections
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Large batteries e.g. Electric 

vehicle batteries & BESS

Possible challenges:

– Unknown if emerging OEM/recycling 
relationships will be sufficient to prevent 
landfill/dumping becoming a problem

– LFP recovery low commercial value

– Costly and complex to disassemble at end 
of life, with significant labour required to 
strip them out

– Insurance/assurance costs for recyclers

– Remote/regional collection potentially costly 
especially medium/heavy duty fleet
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Damaged, defective or 

recalled (DDR)

DDR batteries present a higher fire and safety and 
environmental risk to handlers due to their 
unpredictable nature. 

Additional precautions have to be adopted throughout 
the collection, storage and ultimately, treatment 
phases. 

Need to be managed but by whom and what’s the 
process? Does this need to be different by application? 
Recyclers are often the end of the chain, who’s 
handling/responsible for the DDR in the interim?
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Repurpose into secondary 

products

When a battery reaches its end of life for one 
usage, it may still hold sufficient charge and 
cycles for another usage. For example, this 
picture is laptop batteries repurposed into a 
homemade residential energy storage system. 

Possible challenges:

– Consumer protection, health and safety risks

– Regulatory definitions – waste OR 
components for retail/wholesale distribution 
of new products 
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Activity 1: Mapping the relevant portion of the 

lifecycle

Consider:

• Who is going to handle the battery? In what context, how does the 

battery get collected / stored / transported / processed? Who are 

the key players at each stage?

• What other stakeholders are involved at each stage?

• What regulations currently exist? Are these clear? Are they risk

based/outcomes focused?

• What problems can occur? What are the potential problems that no 

one is discussing or addressing?

• What challenges is the recycling industry facing?
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Why is it so complicated?

• Batteries are not homogenous and regulations focus on chemical content

• Markets segmented by products and application – transport, energy storage and ‘the rest’

• Recycling/repurposing – chemistry focused

Product, application and supply chain diversity

Battery characteristics are constant but rules change as they cross borders

Borders providing barriers

No commonly agreed policy objectives

Common direction

Multiple portfolios and multiple jurisdictions (Cwth, State, Territory and Council)

= Planning (strategic and project) + Environment (regulation and broader policy objectives) + 
WHS + Emergency Services + Transport + National / supply chain security + Industry + 
Consumer Protection + Insurance/financial services

Many government agencies where decision making needs consistency

Lithium batteries as a commonly used consumer product are relatively new and rapid uptake

➢Lithium is a family of batteries and as with any family the characteristics vary

➢Everyone is still learning and often this is on the hop

New and rapidly evolving field


